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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF SPUmRING IIt 
DON E. HARRISON, JR., W. L. MOORE, JR. and H. T. HOLCOMBE 
Naval Postgraduate  School, Monterey, California 93940, U. S. A. 
(Received November 8, 1972) 
The conclusions of the first paper in this series have been confirmed by simulations in which the copper target is 
represented by a composite potential function consisting of a Born-Mayer repulsive potential segment, a cubic 
potential matching segment, and a Morse potential attractive segment. Surface layer relaxation has been included, and 
surface layer atom binding energies for the most primitive planes of copper have been determined to be: 
&(loo) = 2.4 f 0.1 ev ,  Eb(100) = 2.1 f 0.1 eV and Eb(l l1)  = 2.4 f 0.1 ev. For argon sputtering copper there is no 
detectable change in the spot patterns between the two models, and the sputtering yields agree within the uncertainty 
of the simulation. Sputtering yield vs. energy curves now agree quite closely with the experimental data. For sputter- 
ing at  5 keV the energy distribution of the sputtered atoms appears to have the form dN/dE - E-’.4. The argon- 
copper sputtering efficiency matches smoothly into the polycrystalline experimental data reported by H. H. Andersen. 
Oblique ion incidence simulations on  the (100) copper surface are compared with the 5 keV data of Southern, 
Willis, and Robinson, and with the 20 keV data from the Amsterdam group. The simulations indicate that there may 
be fine structure in the yield vs. angle of rotation curves. Well-defined peaks with widths less than one degree have 
been identified at points on the curve where they might reasonably be expected to appear. The simulations exhibit a 
fine structure anomoly which may explain the “cloudy region” experimental anomoly in the neon-copper system. 
These focuson events occur with very low probability, High energy (> 10 keV) oblique incidence sputtering has been 
simulated as a two stage process. In the first stage energy is deposited in primary knock-on atoms at various depth 
below the crystal surface. The second stage is a yield per primary knock-on atom as a function of depth, energy, and 
direction of recoil. Except for (1 10) direction recoils, the recoil atom collision mechanism is characteristically a 
cascade rather than a collection of focusons. This two stage simulation produces yields which agree surprisingly well 
with the 20 keV experimental data. 
Simulations at 20 keV have succeeded in producing focuson sputtering from a sixth atomic layer primary collision. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
For a number of years the NPS group has been 
investigating the computer simulation of heavy particle 
dynamics in single crystals Part of this effort has been 
devoted to sputtering, that is, t o  the erosion of target 
surfaces by ion bombardment. A recent comprehensive 
paper’ considered the sputtering problem for ions 
incident along a normal to the target surface, and 
elucidated the mechanisms of normal incidence sputter- 
ing. The interaction potential functions used in that 
investigation were unsatisfactory; so much of the work 
was redone with more realistic potential functions.’ 
The basic conclusions about mechanisms remained 
unchanged, but the agreement between simulation and 
experiment was improved by the recalculation. 
In this paper we report on improvements to the 
original model which have led to even more realistic 
simulations. Also, we report some progress toward a 
model of sputtering in which the ion’s line of incidence 
is not perpendicular to the target surface, which we call 
oblique incidence sputtering. The oblique incidence 
sputtering model is necessarily preliminary because of 
limitations imposed by the current generation of com- 
puters, but we believe that it gives a realistic picture of 
t This investigation was supported by the U.S. Office of 
Naval Research. 
D 
the mechanisms of the process, and thus can aid in the 
development of analytic theories of sputtering. 
This paper is divided into three major subdivisions. 
The first describes improvements in our normal inci- 
dence model, the next is devoted to oblique incidence 
at 10 keV ion energy and the last to oblique incidence 
studies at 20 keV ion energy. 
We shall presume that the reader is familiar with 
the essential features of the computer simulation 
method as discussed in the first paper of this series‘ 
and in the references cited there. A detailed description 
of the mathematical model also has been pub l i~hed .~  
2 NORMAL INCIDENCE 
A Surface Layer Relaxation 
A simple thermodynamic argument indicates that the 
total energy of a crystal will be reduced if the surface 
layers of the crystal are allowed to relax outward from 
the center of the crystal. This surface layer relaxation 
has been studied in detail by Burton and Jura4 and 
Jackson.’ 
This effect has been included in all of the studies 
reported here, even though we have found that it has 
little effect upon the results reported earlier. A careful 
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comparison between corresponding results from simula- 
tions with and without relaxation indicates that: 
1) The actual atoms sputtered are essentially the 
2) The direction of emission is only slightly modi- 
3) The energy distribution of the sputtered atoms 
same. 
fied by the relaxation process. 
is not significantly modified by the relaxation process, 
and 
4) The spot patterns from the two models are 
indistinguishable. 
These results are not so surprising if we recall that 
the surface layers are relaxed outward, but the relative 
positions of the atoms in the x and z directions are not 
affected. (The relaxation is in the -y direction.) There 
is more space between the surface layer and the second 
layer; so the impact parameter of the ion’s second layer 
collision will be affected. In the earlier studies we found 
that most of the actual sputtering is initiated by the 
transverse motion of the primary knock-on atoms 
(PKA) in the first layer. These motions are not affected 
by the relaxation, because the relative positions of the 
atoms in the surface layer are not changed. This means 
that the motion of the surface layer atoms is only 
slightly modified, and there is little net difference 
between the results with and without relaxation. 
not surprising that the directions of motion of the 
sputtered atoms are little modified, and the largest 
detectable effects occur in the energies of the 
sputtered atoms. If we use the sputtering threshold 
energy (see the next section) as a cut-off value for 
detailed examination, the fractional variation in the 
sputtered atom’s energy is small. If an atom acquires 
sufficient energy to  be sputtered from the crystal, the 
relaxation produced variation in its total energy is 
negligible. We do  see relatively large effects for atoms 
which do not acquire sufficient energy to sputter. 
Given t h s  picture of the sequence of events, it is 
B Bound Crystals 
The original simulations used a model which neglected 
the binding forces between the crystal atoms. This 
model has good theoretical justification, and is abso- 
lutely necessary if the simulation is to be feasible on 
a second generation computer. As soon as the IBM 
360/67 became available, we compared this model to 
one which included the attractive forces. 
For convenience, we refer to the program which 
includes only repulsive forces as the ‘‘old?’ program, 
and the new program which includes binding forces as 
the “real” program. These programs are identical in all 
respects except for the handling of forces between 
atoms, the calculation of interatomic potential energies, 
and in the form of their output. At the time when 
“old” was under development we had very little 
understanding of the forces which bind an atom to the 
surface of a crystal during a sputtering event. We were 
reasonably sure that the surface binding energy, Eb, 
was less than the heat of sublimation, its value for an 
equilibrium surface, and greater than zero, but these 
two limits left a large energy range available for trial 
and error. Under these conditions we found it con- 
venient to collect information about every atom which 
left the front surface of the crystal, even if its kinetic 
energy were of the order of 0.01 eV. The result was a 
mass of “sput cards”, one for each atom, as the output 
of the simulation run. We then analysed these sput 
cards with an ancilliary program which determined the 
sputtering yield (atoms emitted per incident ion), the 
energy distribution of the sputtered atoms, and the 
sputtering spot pattern as soon as the input specified a 
value of Eb. 
For reasons which will appear shortly, Eb is not an 
adjustable parameter in the “real” program; so a 
unique sputtering ratio is determined by the simulation 
program. At first this seems to be a considerable im- 
provement in the model, but the gain in realism may 
be an illusion. Now the program depends on the para- 
meters of an attractive potential energy function. While 
there is evidence that our attractive potential function 
is physically reasonable, this function comes from a 
developing area of physics, and is subject to modification 
in the future. 
We wish to  study copper, a face centered cubic 
(fcc) crystal. Morse potential parameters for copper 
have been calculated by Girifalco and Weizer (GW),6 
the GW potential, and three truncated Morse potentials 
have been developed by Ar~derrnan.~ While the GW 
potential has the best theoretical justification, all four 
reproduce the elastic constants and cohesive energy of 
copper reasonably well. The truncated potentials are 
defined to a distance slightly larger than the normal 
lattice separation between a specified pair of atoms. 
If the atoms are second-nearest-neighbors the distance 
is slightly larger than the second-nearest-neighbor 
separation, and we refer t o  an ”(2) potential. The 
potential is not defined beyond the “(2) cutoff. We 
used the NN(2), NN(3), and “(4) potential para- 
meters as defined by Anderman. Also, although the 
procedure leads to unrealistic cohesive energies, at 
times we found it convenient to truncate the GW 
potential at an NN(x) separation t o  reduce computer 
running time. We found that truncation of the GW 
potential at .NN(3) or “(4) had essentially no effect 
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upon the atom dynamics in the crystal, even when the 
cohesive energy was reduced as much as 20% (see 
Table 11). 
A complete Cu-Cu potential was constructed as 
follows. For separations less than 0.83 LU, (The 
lattice unit, LU, is defined by the relation 1 LU = {ao,  
where a. is the lattice constant of the cubic crystal. For 
copper a0 = 3.615 pi.) we used the familiar Gibson 2 
potential,8 which is a Born-Meyer potential, see Table I. 
For separations greater than 1.1 LU we used one of the 
attractive potentials. In the intermediate separation 
region, 0.83 LU < r < 1.10 LU, we used a cubic match- 
ing potential, with the four coefficients chosen t o  
match potential and force (slope) at the junctions. The 
Anderman potentials are shown in Figure 1, and all of 
the potential coefficients are listed in Table I. 
As a first application of this model, we studied the 
relaxation of the surface layers of the lattice and 
compared our results with the more “thermodynamic” 
approach of Burton and J ~ r a . ~  As one would expect, 
we found that the relaxation was a strong function of 
the truncation distance when we used the truncated 
forms of the GW potential. We were forced to include 
NN( 13) interactions before the dynamically calculated 
relaxation equalled the Jackson value for the (1 00) 
surface. At NN( 10) both the (1 10) and (1 1 1) values 
still deviated significantly from the Jackson values. At 
“(10) the GW potential reproduces the cohesive 
energy to approximately 1%. At this point the value, in 
decreased computer running time, of the Anderman 
potentials became apparent, because both the Anderman 
” ( 3 )  and ”(4) potentials reproduce the Jackson 
value quite well for the (100) surface. The results of 
these studies are summarized in Table 11, together with 
comparisons between the simulated and experimental 
cohesive energies.’ 
COPPER 
truncaied Morse potential 
Anderman form I T )  
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FIGURE 1 The three Anderman truncated Morse potentials 
are compared. The Anderman “(4) potential is indistinguish- 
able from the Girifalco and Weizer potential on a drawing of 
this scale. 
The direct simulation of surface layer relaxation 
with a dynamic program gives intriguing insights into 
the relaxation process which are not evident in the 
Burton-Jura, or Jackson, approach. A small micro- 
crystallite of -200 atoms, shows a surface tension 
which rounds out the edges of the lattice. In an attempt 
to simulate the surface more realistically, we embed 
the active rnicrocrystallite in a larger crystal whose 
atoms are fixed within 0.01 LU of their predicted final 
locations. With this modification, the free surface of 
the microcrystallite “ripples” by k0.02 LU. We conclude 
that the actual relaxation is not planar, which is the 
prediction of the thermodynamic argument cited 
above, and that the magnitude of the relaxation is 
only a statistical average; so the reported values have 
an uncertainty of the order of 20%. 
TABLE I 
Potential parameters for copper 
~ ~~~ ~~ 
I. Gibson I1 
V(R)  = A = 10.0241, B = 9.1967/LU 
11. Cubic 3 , 
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The surface binding energies and surface layer displacements for the Girfalco and Weizer potential with various truncations, and for 
the three Anderman potential functions 
TABLE I1 
Heat of 
Potential Truncation sublimation &(loo) ~ ~ ( 1 0 0 )  ~ ~ ( 1 0 0 )  Eb(l10) ~ l ( 1 0 0 )  Az(110) &(Il l )  ~ ~ ( 1 1 1 )  ~ ~ ( 1 1 1 )  
Copper (fcc) 3.539 0 . 1 0 ~  0.02' 0.15' 0.03' 0.05' 0.01~ 
Girifalco and Weizer 
"(2) 2.40 (LU) 2.12 1.62 0.18 0.05 1.41 0.12 0.05 1.62 0.09 0.03 
"(3) 2.70 2.92 2.00 0.16 0.05 1.88 0.11 0.04 2.04 0.07 0.02 
"(4) 3.10 3.15 2.11 0.15 0.05 1.97 0.10 0.03 2.17 0.06 0.01 
"(5) 3.40 3.33 2.19 0.13 0.04 2.06 0.09 0.02 2.25 0.06 0.01 
"(9) 4.40 3.51 2.30 0.11 C.02 2.12 0.13 0.02 
"(10) 4.60 3.5 1 2.30 0.11 0.02 2.13 0.13 0.02 2.31 0.06 0.00 
"(13) 5.25 3.53 2.31 0.10 0.00 
Ander m an 
"(2) 2.40 3.49 2.43 0.05 0.00 2.14 0.02 0.01 2.46 0.01 0.01 
"(3) 2.70 3.49 2.26 0.08 0.01 2.10 0.06 0.01 2.35 0.03 0.01 
"(4) 3.10 3.46 2.26 0.09 0.01 2.09 0.08 0.02 2.33 0.04 0.00 
An immediate consequence of these relaxation 
studies is that the computer reports a binding energy 
for each atom. In the center of the microcrystallite this 
binding energy agrees very closely with the cohesive 
energy. For surface atoms, we may interpret t h s  
energy as the actual energy which binds the atom to 
the crystal surface, or in some sense, the sputtering 
threshold energy, Eb. The Eb values obtained in this 
way are static values, and sputtering is a dynamic 
process which introduces large distortions into the 
surface, but they are estimates of a parameter which 
has not been available to sputtering theorists. We 
particularly note that on any one of the three primitive 
surfaces all four potential functions produce Eb values 
which agree within a few percent. For copper, we 
propose the following standard values for the surface 
atom binding energies: Eb( 100) = 2.4 f 0.1 eV, 
&(I 10) = 2.1 f 0.1 eV, and &(I 11) = 2.4 rf: 0.1 eV. 
can be directly compared with experimental values 
calculated from field-ion microscope data, and the 
agreement is not good. The reasons have been discussed 
in detail by Ehrlich." 
The lattice relaxations reported in Table I1 differ 
slightly from those calculated by Wynblatt." As no 
effort has been made to account for thermal displace- 
ment from the equilibrium sites we feel that the slight 
diffences are not significant. They may be ascribed to 
slightly different lattice sizes and interatomic potential 
functions. For further discussion of the validity of pair- 
potential models of surfaces, see Jackson.4i12 
For tungsten, binding energies obtained in this way 
We now turn to consideration of the practical 
difficulties encountered in the simulation of sputtering 
with any of these potential functions. Practical con- 
siderations force us to the Anderman functions. We 
found little difference between the Anderman "(2) 
and "(3) results. They give the same value of the 
cohesive energy, which is "correct" within 1%, and 
they bracket the surface binding energy calculated 
from the "(13) truncation of the GW potential. The 
"(2) potential mispositions the relaxed surface layer 
atoms, but it gives somewhat better values for the 
elastic constants. Our final decision to run with the 
"(2) potential was strongly indicated by the reduction 
in computer running time which it entailed. To com- 
pensate for the mispositioning deficiency of the 
Anderman NN(2), we position the surface layer atoms 
in their correct positions at the start of each sputtering 
simulation run, which reduces the surface binding energy 
to 2.40 eV. Effectively, the surface atoms hold these 
positions until struck, because the forces acting upon 
them are so much weaker than the collision interactions 
that they d o  not have time to move. Even with the 
Anderman "(2) potential the sputtering calculations 
require almost four times as much computer time as 
the original simulation model based upon purely 
repulsive interactions. 
We have used the new Eb values to re-analyse the 
sput cards from our older studies and have made direct 
comparisons of the results obtained from each model. 
A standard set of 36 impact points was run with the 
Anderman NN(2)-Gibson 2 complete potential for the 
Cu-Cu interaction, and the KSE-B potential' for the 
Ar-Cu interaction, for 5 keV argon ions on the (100) 
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surface of copper. Ion incidence was normal to the 
surface. The new simulation was as nearly identical as 
possible to the old except for the change to the 
complete potential function. 
1 Spot patterns 
well with the experimental patterns. The familiar “1 10” 
spots are present in the correct location, see Figure 9 
of Ref. 1, or Figure 9 of Southern, Willis and Robin~on, ’~  
and the strong central spot is evident. There is some 
indication of a streak along the (1 lx) lines which some 
authors have interpreted as (1 14)  spot^.'^ The patterns 
differ slightly in detail, but not to an extent which 
would be evident after application of the defocusing 
technique used in Ref. 1. 
2 Sputtering yields At 5 keV incident ion energy 
the “real” program produces a sputtering ratio of 
4.7 atoms/ion. The “old” program sput cards, when 
analysed with a surface atom binding energy, Eb, of 
2.4 eV give a sputtering ratio of 4.5 atoms/ion. Had we 
accepted a lower value of Eb this agreement would 
have been even better, but the simulation value’s 
deviation from the experimental ratio, which is about 
4.2 atoms/ion13 would have been more pronounced, 
see Figure 2. 
Both sets of spot patterns agree very 
L 1 
0 0 0 8 
0 0 
I J 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
loo Energy IKeV)  
FIGURE 2 
sputtering yields from several investigators with the simulation 
results. 
This figure compares the experimental ArCu 
In one respect the “old” simulation procedure is 
more realistic than the “real” procedure. The edge and 
corner atoms of the microcrystallite have totally un- 
realistic binding energies in the “real” model. specific- 
ally, for the (100) orientation, edge atoms have a 
binding energy of about 1.6 eV, and corner atoms 
have 1.0 eV. The “real” program sputters these atoms 
much too easily, and gives yields which are unrealistically 
large unless they are artifically excluded from the 
analysis procedure. The yield reported here has been 
corrected for this characteristic of the “real” program. 
We note that the agreement between simulation and 
experiment has been markedly improved from the 
results reported in Ref. 1. Most of the improvement 
has come from the use of the KSE-B potential function 
for the repulsive Ar-Cu interactions, but the new value 
of Eb is also a contributing factor. 
If we draw a smooth curve through the simulation 
values shown in Figure 2, the rms deviation of the 
points is about *0.4 atoms/ion. The deviation between 
comparable values from the “old” and “real” programs 
is 0.2 atoms per ion. The 5 keV point is the only 
complete simulation done with the “real” program. We 
feel that the datum obtained, when combined with the 
pattern of similarity established during the preliminary 
investigations of the “real” program, confirms the 
validity of the original decision to use the “old” model 
which was limited to purely repulsive interactions. 
3 Sputtering yield vs. energy 
was run with the KSE-B potential function at a number 
of ion energies on the (1 00) surface, and the data were 
analysed with Eb(l00) = 2.4 eV. The results are shown 
in Figure 2. Two sets of experimental data, those of 
Southern, Willis and Robinson13 and Magnuson and 
Carlston,” are shown for comparison. Figure 2 indi- 
cates that the simulations are still not perfect, but-  
when we remember that these results were obtained 
from only 36 impacting ions, the agreement is quite 
striking. Given reasonably good approximations to  the 
repulsive potential functions and reliable values of the 
surface atom binding energy, Eb, the “old” simulation 
approach is capable of producing realistic approxima- 
tions to the sputtering yield. 
The “old” program 
4 Energy distribution of sputtered atoms 
to obtain a realistic sputtered atom energy distribution 
from our simulations because we deal with such a small 
number of sputtered atoms. The results reported here 
were obtained from the analysis of approximately 300 
sputtered atoms distributed over three decades of 
energy. The results reported in Ref. 2 depend upon 
many more sputtered atoms, but even there alternative 
interpretations of the data were possible. 
The energy distributions, dN/dE, for “old” and 
“real” are shown in Figure 3 for 5 keV ions incident 
upon the (1 00) surface. It is possible that “real” 
produces a slightly lower percentage of high energy 
sputtered atoms, but for all practical purposes, the 
distributions appear to be identical. If we treat both 
sets of data together it appears that dN/dE - E-’.4 
fits the data reasonably well. An E-“’’ dependence 
was reported in Ref. 2 for simulations done with the 
It is difficult 
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FIGURE 3 Data from both the “old” and “real” simulations 
have been combined in this figure which illustrates the energy 
distribution of the sputtered Cu atoms. The energy distribution 
is not well defined because it is determined from only 300 
atoms distributed over 3 decades of energy. 
overly hard potential function, while dN/dE - E-‘.35 
was suggested by MacDonald, Dennis and Zwangobani“ 
from experimental results obtained in this energy 
range. Again, we conclude that there is no real differ- 
ence between the results obtained from the two models, 
and that the simulation results are in reasonable 
agreement with the experimental values. 
5 Sputtering efficiency 
sputtering efficiency as “the fraction of the bombard- 
ing ion energy leaving a crystal via sputtering and back- 
scattering”. From theoretical calculations based upon 
polycrystalline materials he predicted that the sputter- 
ing efficiency, y, will be almost independent of the ion 
energy,” and that the angular dependence of y will be 
approximately parabolic.’8 H. H. Andersen” has 
studied a number of ion-metal combinations at ion 
energies greater than 30 keV, and has found that y 
decreases quite rapidly with increasing ion energy. He 
confirms the theoretical prediction of the angular 
dependence. 
ing efficiency has been done upon polycrystalline 
S i g m ~ n d ‘ ~  has defined the 
Although all of the theoretical study of the sputter- 
targets, we thought that it would be interesting to see 
how our simulated values of y would compare with the 
experimental results. We write +y in the form y = S(E)/Eo, 
’ where S is the sputtering yield, 0 is the average energy 
of the sputtered atoms, and Eo is the ion energy. Values 
of 7 obtained in this way are shown in Figure 4, and 
compared with Andersen’s higher energy experimental 
values. The simulated values seem to fair smoothly into 
the experimental results, but the gap is so large that 
we cannot be sure that the consistency is real. The 
agreement between “old” and “real” values is very 
good. 
I 
0’ I? \ Spulterinq Efficiency Argon ~ C0pp.r I I1001 surface 
I . I I l * . . . . , j , , ,  
10 20 30 40 
IanEnergy I h e v l  
FIGURE 4 The simulated sputtering efficiency from the 
(100) surface of a Cu single crystal fairs smoothly into the 
experimental data taken on polycrystalline Cu at higher 
enerzies. 
6 Conclusions On the basis of all of the tests, there 
is no significant difference between the sputtering 
simulations based upon the “old” and “real” models. 
With either model we can now obtain simulations 
which exhibit a11 of the major characteristics of the 
experimental results. It appears that the remaining 
small differences can be attributed to second order 
effects; so we conclude that the surface dynamics 
model is sufficient to explain low energy, normal 
incidence, sputtering. 
3 OBLIQUE ION INCIIXNCE STUDIES AT 10 keV 
Here we deal with attempted simulations of effects 
which are known to  be sensitive to  a major condition 
which is beyond the capabilities of any computer at the 
present time. Recent studies from the F.O.M. group at 
Amsterdam” detail the dependence of oblique 
incidence sputtering upon the condition of the target 
surface, but we are constrained to limit our simulations 
to perfect surfaces. We undertook these investigations 
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with the realization that surface morphology makes 
important contributions to oblique ion incidence 
sputtering yields. The results seemed reasonable; so we 
believe that useful information can be extracted from 
perfect surface simulations. 
These studies were initiated to look at  the mechan- 
isms which cause sputtering when the ion is not incident 
along a normal to the target surface. A careful and 
detailed study of individual ion trajectories has been 
completely unrewarding. At 10 keV ion energy with 
argon and copper, there is no evidence for any sputter- 
ing mechanism except those we have already reported. 
We presume that this conclusion applies at  all lower 
energies. We have not conducted detailed oblique 
incidence studies on the (1 10) and (1 11) orientation 
microcrystallies, because the (100) orientation studies 
are so simular to those already reported that there was 
no reason to continue. Later in this paper we shall 
report upon oblique incidence studies at higher 
energies, where some further elucidation of mechanism 
is important. 
normal incidence sputtering simulations is their relative 
insensitivity to the state of the surface. The sputtering 
mechanisms take place very close to the point of ion 
impact, and the effects of local surface anornolies, 
vacancies and "stub" atoms,' average out t o  a surpris- 
ing degree. Once we had established that the mechanisms 
were the same, we could predict the active region in a 
single sputtering event, and we could see the same 
averaging mechanisms would be at work in the oblique 
incidence studies. With this encouragement from the 
model, we attempted complete (36 point) simulations 
at a number of orientations. 
Because of the known deficiencies of the model 
surface, we are not surprised that there is only qualita- 
tive agreement between the simulated and experimental 
yields. The simulations give an indication of effects, 
but do not reproduce the experimental results so 
exactly as they did at normal incidence. Part of the 
deviation can be explained by the fact that our 
standard 36 points do not span a complete representa- 
tive area for obliquely incident ions. 
the simuIation of ion impacts at a selected set of 
points within a representative area of a particular 
surface orientation. The construction of representative 
areas is discussed in detail in Ref. 1. A representative 
area must contain all possible impact points upon a 
particular surface, that is, any point in the surface must 
be projectable into a point of the representative area. 
When the ion is incident normal to the surface of a 
cubic crystal, the representative area is only a quarter 
One of the most striking characteristics of the 
Our results are obtained by compiling results from 
so large as when the ion is incident obliquely, because 
the oblique incidence destroys all rotational symmetry 
about the line of incidence. Figure 5 indicates the 
complete representative area of the (100) surface in the 
fcc crystal, and the acceptable sub-area when the ion is 
., 
. .  --. e m  
. . .  
Represenlotiwe Area Represenlolive Area 
norm1 8ncidance oblique incidence 
36 D O d 5  61 DOlnll (1001 rurfoce 
FIGURE 5 This figure illustrates the relation between the 
unit area and the representative area of the (100) surface of 
the fcc crystal. The complete and reduced set of impact 
points are also indicated. 
incident along a normal. The dark impact points are 
those used earlier for the normal incidence simulations; 
the other set of points was used for the investigations 
reported in Section IV. The results discussed in this 
section are based upon the set of points which are 
appropriate for normal incidence. This reduction in 
the total data obtained per simulation was required to 
maintain the total computer running time within 
reasonable limits. The larger set of 6 1 points was used 
for the investigations reported in Section IV. 
These investigations were a compromise in still 
another respect. When the ion energy exceeds 10 keV 
a very large microcrystallite is required to  contain a 
single sputtering event, and computer running time 
becomes very large; so we attempt to simulate at, or 
below, 10 keV whenever possible. In the experimental 
literature there are two sets of data which lend them- 
selves to  direct comparison with these simulations. 
Southern, Willis and R o b i n ~ o n ' ~  have reported normal 
incidence studies upon various surface orientations of 
copper with 5 keV argon ions, and the F.O.M. group 
at Amsterdam has rep~rted"-'~ on a series of argon 
on copper experiments where the (100) surface of  a 
copper single crystal is rotated about a (I 00) axis of  
the crystal. These data include experimental results at 
20 keV. There is experimental evidence that these two 
quite different types of experiment should produce 
effectively equivalent results. 
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We chose to simulate at I0 keV, the upper limit of 
our readily accessible data, and to  model the Amsterdam 
experiment in which the target is rotated relative to 
the incident ion beam:Thus, although our results are 
not directly comparable to  either experiment, hopefully 
they exhibit significant features in common with 
both. 
tions are plotted together in Figure 6. The general 
The 5 keV experimental data and the 10 keV simula- 
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FIGURE 6 
sputtering yield for Ar-Cu at 10 keV is compared with angular 
dependence data taken at 5 keV. The simulations were done 
at oblique incidence on the (100) surface, the experiments at 
normal incidence upon surfaces cut at  the indicated angle to 
the (100) plane. 
The angular dependence of the simulated 
agreement is reasonably good except at large angles 
where we expect a divergence because the incoming 
ions of the simulation are skimming very close to the 
crystal surface, while in the experiment the ions are 
incident along the normal to the surface. The situations 
are sufficiently different that we should not expect 
agreement. The same problem occurs when we attempt 
to compare experimental data taken by the two 
methods. Note particularly the similarity of the curves 
between 26" and 36'. 
The performance of the simulation when compared 
to these normal incidence studies encouraged our belief 
that the simulations were useful, even when the 
experimental targets develop faceting on the target 
surface, because they seem to indicate that the 
significant relation is between the direction of the beam 
and the crystal, rather than between the beam and the 
crystal surface. 
At various times in the past investigators have 
attempted to correlate the angular dependence of the 
sputtering ratio with either the transparency, or the 
opacity (probability of collision) of the crystal lattice, 
as a function of the angle between the ion beam and 
the crystal surface. The most successful of these 
attempts is that of Odin t~ov. '~  A derivative model, 
based upon channeling, has been discussed by 
Onderdelinden.*' 
A computer program was developed which directly 
determines the opacity of a crystal lattice, n layers 
thick in a given direction as a function of the radius of 
the atoms in the lattice. We examined the opacity for 
the infinite crystal, for various values of 1 2 ,  and for 
various impact parameters (atom radii). Although there 
were some points of similarity between the opacity, 
the experimental results, and the simulation, taken in 
pairs, the correlation, between the opacity and experi- 
mental data, and between the opacity and the simula- 
tions, is not very good. The opacity does mimic the 
behavior of the simulation between the (701) and (901 
directions . 
The simulations are compared with the 20 keV 
experimental results in Figure 7. Two 10 keV points, 
taken from Ref. 2 2 ,  are also indicated. The agreement 
is not particularly good. The simulation shifts the major 
maxima toward smaller angles, and does not reproduce 
the major trends of the experimental data particularly 
well. Perhaps part of the difference can be attributed 
to the difference in ion energy between the simulations 
and the experiments, the simulations and the 5 keV 
data coincide quite well, but, when we compare similar 
differences, shifts, which occur between the neon and 
argon experimental data, the evidence suggests that 
we are also dealing with an atom size, and/or mass, 
effect. At this point we could be seeing a deficiency of 
the interatomic potential function. 
Although the agreement between simulation and 
experiment is less satisfactory for the 20 keV data 
than it is for the normal incidence studies, two poten- 
tially significant results are evident. The simulation 
predicts detectable fine structure between 6 and 10: 
and again between 29 and 32". The shape of this 
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FIGURE 7 The angular dependence of the simulated yield 
for Ar-Cu at 10 keV is compared with experimental angular 
dependence data taken at 29 keV. Both the simulations and 
experiments were done at oblique incidence on the (100) 
surface. Two experimental points obtained at  10 keV are also 
indicated. The simulation curve appears to be slightly spread, 
and is shifted toward lower angles, but there is general agree- 
ment in shape. 
structure between 29 and 32" is shown in detail in 
Figure 8. The resemblence to  the "cloudy region" of 
rhe Ne-Cu e~per i rnents~ ' -*~  is striking, and the relative 
location on the curve, on the high angle side of the 
major peak, is identical. 
One can immediately argue that the variations 
between 6 and 10" are "experimental scatter" in the 
simulation. This conclusion is certainly plausible, but 
there is reasonable doubt, because the two high points 
are (701) and (901), respectively, and the low point is 
(801). These highs and low correlate closely with the 
opacity in these directions. 
If simulation results are at all believable, we are 
forced to conclude that a survey of angular dependence 
based upon three degree increments may miss a great 
deal of fine structure. Furthermore, orientation errors 
E 
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FIGURE 8 
the angular region from 30 to 35 are presented on  an expanded 
scale. The similarity to the Ne-Cu "cloudy spot" anomoly is 
apparent. 
The details of the simulation results at 10 keV in 
of the Order of tenths of a degree may cause large (1 0 
to 20%) variations in the yield! There is now some 
indication that, if the experimental difficulties can be 
overcome, the experimental study of the angular 
dependence of the yield will be much richer in detail 
than formerly anticipated. 
32" raised another set of questions because the prob-, 
ability of such an accidental ordering of the variations 
is quite small. This interpretation is supported by the 
slight, but detectable, change between the yield at 
33.7" (this is the (302) direction) and 34". 
If we accept that the anornoly is real, and not a 
spurious effect in the simulation, its implications are 
important. These simulations were performed in a 
crystal which was 6 atomic layers thck .  Since almost 
all of the sputtering action takes place in the top three 
layers, there is essentially no opportunity for a focuson 
to develop, unless one wishes to talk about focusing 
atom chains of two and three members. 
The fine structure in the simulations between 29 and 
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If the experimental anomoly is determined by the 
sputtering mechanisms and not by the orientation 
(transparency?) of the lattice, then it need not occur 
at the same angle for the Ar-Cu experiments as it does 
for the Ne-Cu experiments. Because of the three degree 
spacing of the Ar-Cu surveys, it is possible the experi- 
mentalists have accidentally missed the corresponding 
effect in the Ar-Cu system. 
be much greater if the simulations were much more, or 
much less, reliable. As it is, the simulations raise 
questions which can only be resolved by extremely 
painstaking experimentation under a difficult set of 
experimental conditions. 
At this point, our understanding of the system would 
4 OBLIQUE ION INCIDENCE AT 20 keV 
A Preliminary Normal Incidence Studies ( 1  l o )  Surface 
While there is no reasonable doubt that focused collision 
Sequences (focusons) occur in crystalline solids, absolute 
experimental confirmation of their contribution to 
sputtering has not been established.26 At low energies, 
Eo < 10 keV, the experimental results can be inter- 
preted completely by surface dynamical arguments. 
This interpretation .rests upon the inability of the 
incident ion to penetrate the crystal to any significant 
distance without producing a high energy PKA. At 
higher energies channels begin to  open, and the surface 
dynamics approach becomes suspect, particularly if 
the ion is obliquely incident upon the surface. 
For ion energies greater than 20 keV the copper 
lattice is relatively transparent to argon ions in the 
(1 10) direction;' so it is practical t o  look for the 
following sequence of events. An ion enters the 
channel and makes a relatively hard collision with a 
lattice atom located in the side of the channel at a 
depth of 5 to 10 LU. The recoiling PKA initiates a 
focuson which is directed toward the surface and which 
ultimately sputters one or more atoms from the surface. 
After a number of failures, we were finally able to 
obtain a single trajectory in the computer simulation 
which modeled this behavior. A collision sequence 
originated in the sixth atomic layer. The sequence 
initially was directed toward the surface along a 
(1 11) direction, and the PKA acquired 155 eV of 
energy. The energy sequence, approximately along 
(1 lo), then went: 50 eV, 24 eV, 14 eV, 9 eV, 7 eV, 
and the surface atom finally received 6 eV, which was 
more than sufficient to cause it to sputter, see Figure 
9c and 9d. 
Further investigations indicated that this event was 
not unique, but that sputtering could only be pro- 
duced by this mechanism in a very small area, near the 
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FIGURE 9 The details of a computer simulated focuson 
event are displayed. (a) The impact point is indicated in the 
representative area. (b) The relative location of the impact 
point and the sputtered atom are shown in this drawing. 
(c) The relative motion of the primary knock-on atoms, A and 
another atom from the sixth atomic layer are indicated. Atom 
A passes slightly below atom B ,  which recoils upward into il 
(1 10) direction and initiates the focuson. (d) The focuson 
initiated by atom B is indicated. The curved lines are approxi- 
mate atom trajectories, in the (1 11) plane, and the energies 
are indicated. 
indicated point, in region 2 of the representative area, 
see Figure 9a. The sputtered atom in most cases was 
that indicated in Figure 9b. This mechanism never 
produced more than one sputtered atom per incident 
ion. The experimental Ar-Cu sputtering ratio on the 
(1 10) surface at 20 keV i s  about 2.5." 
These studies support our earlier conclusion,' that 
focused collision sequences make very little contribu- 
tion to normal incidence sputtering at any energy, but 
fortunately they make a detectable contribution; other- 
wise the entire simulation might be suspect. The impact 
points which contribute to the sputtering ratio via the 
focuson mechanism all lie in region 2,' where surface 
.dynamics sputJering also occurs. In this region each 
impact point produces at least one sputtered atom by 
the surface mechanism in addition to the focuson 
sputtered atom; so the focuson contribution can never 
exceed 50% of the total yield from that impact point. 
We conclude that the focuson yield can never be 
more than a few percent of the total yield at normal 
incidence. 
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B Oblique Incidence Studies ( 1  10) Surface 
1 Eiicrgy deposition: patterns and probabilities 
prohibitively large microcrystallite would be required 
to contain the complete sputtering event for a 20 keV 
Ar ion obliquely incident upon a copper lattice; so we 
developed a two-step analysis of these events. The first 
step is a study of the energy transfer from the Ar ion 
to high energy (>200 eV) P U S .  In the second step we 
aiialyse the sputtering yield from these high energy 
recoil atoms. The full representative area of the fcc 
(100) surface was used, with the complete set of 61 
impact points shown in Figure 5. 
At these energies, the incident ion either makes a 
surface layer collision, or enters a channel. If it makes 
a surface layer collision, it may, or may not, be 
reflected. When we say that an atom is channeled we 
imply that it remains in the channel, moving approxi- 
mately along the channel direction, for more than four 
atomic layers, and makes a series of collisions with 
atoms of the channel walls in which approximately 
the same amount of energy is transferred to the struck 
atom in each collision. Note that here we include 
atoms which ‘‘skim’’ down the channel, in the sense 
defined by Harrison, Leeds, and Gay,27 as well as 
those which are truly channeled, in the same category. 
Within the channel, we categorize ions by the amount 
of energy transferred to a lattice atom in a singd 
collision. 
We found it convenient t o  represent these data as 
energy transfer contours on an energy transfer figure, 
see Figure 10. This figure, which encompasses a com- 
plete unit area of the crystal surface, is constructed 
from four representative areas. The information is four- 
fold redundant, but the redundancy is an aid to  
visualization of the contours. All angles are measured 
from the surface normal, and the ions are incident 
“up from the bottom of the figure”. 
Now examine Figure 10. The atoms which delimit 
the (100) unit area are indicated by broken circles. 
With an ion flux directed obliquely upward from the 
bottom of the page the (1 10) channel under investigation 
passes downward under the atom located at the top of 
the figure. The incoming ion passes over the top of the 
atom located at the bottom of the figure, and under 
the atom located at the top of the figure, t o  enter the 
channel. The figure should also indicate that an atom 
of the second layer is positioned in the exact center of 
the figure, but it has been omitted for clarity. 
In the figure the blank area and the regions desig- 
nated by the three types of stipple correspond to 
impact points from which ions enter the channel. Each 




for a 20 keV Ar ion incident upward from the bottom of the 
figure onto a (100) Cu surface, at an angle of 45”. Ions impact- 
ing in region generate PKAs with energy Jess than 200 eV, in 
region 2, less than 500 eV, in region 3 less than 1000 eV, and 
in region 4, less than 2 keV. Impact points in region 5 pro- 
duce surface dynamics sputtering. Impact points in region 6 
produce a high energy reflected ion, or sputtered atom, and 
additional surface dynamics sputtering. The broken circles 
indicate the positions of atoms in the surface layer, compare 
Figure 5. 
This figure displays energy deposition contours 
Region 1 represents a transfer of less than 200 eV, 
region 2 represents 200-500 eV transferred, region 3 
represents 500-1 000 eV, and region 4 represents 
transfers of more than 1 keV. Channeling occurs in all 
of these regions in the sense that the ion remains in 
the channel to a depth of four or more atomic layers. 
This is an artificial definition of channeling, but it does 
identify those ions which penetrate to a sufficient 
depth that the earlier discussion of surface dynamics 
sputtering no longer applies. Ions which impact in 
region 5 do not channel by this definition. They make 
a hard collision near the surface, and deposit much of 
their energy in the surface layers. These ions sputter 
atoms by the surface dynamics mechanisms; so the 
atomslion yield is very high in region 5 .  At the 
impact points marked with an “X” the ions actually 
entered the (1 10) channel, but escaped from the 
channel after penetrating a few atomic layers without 
making a hard collision. If the ion had previously made 
a strong interaction with a surface layer atom, the “X” 
is circled. These ions contribute to the surface dynamics 
sputtering and then channel like region 1 ions, but nut 
in the ubuious (110) channel. There is some evidence 
that they escape into the (210) channel, but the whole 
effect needs further study. At these energies the planar 
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channels are quite open, and should be included in our 
considerations, but we are less concerned with the later 
history of the ion's trajectory than we are with where 
it deposits energy and momentum near the surface. By 
this criterion, impact points in regions 2-4 deposit 
energy with atoms which are relatively deep within 
the crystal, and region 5 ions deposit energy near the 
surface. 
The sputtering mechanisms of region 6 are similar 
to those of region 5, but the sputtering yield from 
these points is much lower than the average yield of 
the region 5 points. This reduction can be attributed 
to either, or both, of two effects. The ion may be 
reflected from a surface layer atom and carry most of 
its energy away, or it may undergo an extremely hard 
collision with a surface layer atom, and impart most of 
its energy to a single sputtered atom. In either event, 
the energy available to the surface dynamics sputtering 
mechanisms is greatly curtailed, and the sputtering 
yield is reduced. 
nor so regular, as Figure 10 would appear t o  indicate. 
The energy deposition figures are included to  give an 
impression of the energy deposition process and the 
relative probability of a given type of deposition, but 
the actual location of a particular boundary between 
regions is poorly defined. 
Figures 10-1 8 show the energy deposition patterns 
for various angles of incidence between 29" and 61" 
from the vertical on the (100) surface. In this range of 
incidence angles we see the (1 10) channel open out as 
the angle increases, and close again as the angle is 
The boundaries betw.een regions are neither so sharp, 
29" 
FIGURE 11 
incidence at 29". 
These are the energy deposition contours for 
33" 
FIGURE 12 
incidence at 3 3". 




incidence at 37". 
These are the energy deposition contours for 
further increased. The maximum transparency, in the 
sense of minimum energy transfer to the surface layers 
of the lattice, occurs at 37", see Figure 13. The actual 
channel, region 1, is largest at 41", see Figure 14, but 
region 2 is smaller; so the total area in which large 
energy transfers to the surface layers can occur has 
increased. 
The lower angles of incidence, 0-29" are not 
included because the energy transfer behavior is such 
that the sputtering mechanisms are adequately described 
by surface dynamics mechanisms and the model dis- 
cussed in the normal incidence section of this report. 
As it should, the variation of transparency with angle 




incidence at 41”. 
These are the energy deposition contours for 
490 
FIGURE 15 
incidence at 49”. 
These are the energy deposition contours for 
of incidence agrees very well with both the experi- 
mental sputtering yield and the “shadowing” models 
which are the basis of the transparency theories of 
s p ~ t t e r i n g . ~ ~ J ~  
2 Sputtering probabilities We now turn our attention 
to a description of the number of atoms sputtered by a 
PKA of given energy and recoil angle, at a specified 
depth below the crystal surface. This analysis is done 
with a program which assigns a specified energy and 
direction of motion to a lattice atom deep within the 
crystal, follows its trajectory, and counts the atoms 
which it sputters. The PKA directions considered in 
FIGURE 16 
incidence at 53’. 
These are the energy deposition contours for 
57’ 
FIGURE 17 
incidence at 57“. 
These are the energy deposition contours for 
this portion of the study are shown in Figure 19. The 
indicated half-sector is sufficient to describe all possible 
upward directions, because of the rotational symmetry 
of the lattice. Directions in the (100) plane, and 
“below” this plane, are not reported because prelimi- 
nary studies indicated that PKAs which recoil in these 
directions rarely sputter atoms from the surface. 
directions. All of our simulations indicate that a single 
focuson is always formed by a recoil near the (1 10) 
direction, and that the focuson always sputters a single 
atom from the surface later. 
Note that the (1 10) direction is not one of the sample 
Figure 20 gives the yield information, atoms 
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FIGURE 18 
incidence at 61". 




considered in the PICA sputtering analysis. See the text for 
additional information. 
This figure illustrates the PKA recoil directions 
sputtered/recoil atom, for the various directions for 
200 eV recoil atoms. Three values are reported for 
each direction. The upper number applies if the PKA 
starts from the fourth atomic layer of the'crystal, the 
middle if it starts from the eighth layer, and the bottom 
number if it starts from the twelfth layer. We see that a 
200 eV PKA in the twelfth layer can sputter an atom 
only if it recoils into a (I  10) direction, which is a very 
low probability event. If it starts from the eighth layer 
to surface 
Sputtering Yield 
200 d PKA 
FIGURE 20 The PKA sputtering yield, for a 200 eV PKA, is 
indicited for each direction. The upper number is the yield for 
a PKA in the fourth layer, the middle from the eighth layer, 
and the bottom from the twelfth layer. 
there is a 50% probability that it will sputter at leusf 
one atom, and perhaps ;I 20% probability that it will 
sputter 2 atoms. The average number sputtered per 
eighth layer PKA recoil at 200 eV is about 0.7. The 
same PKA in the fourth layer sputters approximately 
3.5 atoms. We have obtained similar information for 
PKA recoils at 500 eV, 1 keV, and 2 keV. 
Figure 21 summarizes the average sputtering yield 
from the twelve directions as a function of PKA energy 
and depth. The figure gives yield per PKA, nor yield 
per incident ioti. If we wish to compare these results 
with experimental sputtering yields, they must be 
convoluted with the probabilities that PKAs of these 
energies will be created at the specified depth. These 
probabilities are determined by the characteristics of 
the incident ion. The yield vs. penetration sections of 
this surface change character radically as the recoil 
energy increases. At 200 eV, the yield is an almost 
perfect decreasing exponential function of the depth 
of initiation. From Figures 10-1 8 we see that this 
energy is overwhelmingly the most probable in 
collisions which occur below the first two atomic 
layers. As the recoil energy increases, the yield vs. 
depth curve develops a distinct maximum near the 
eighth layer. Thus a 1 keV PKA sputters seven times 
more efficiently than a 200 eV PKA in the eighth layer, 
but less than twice as efficiently in the fourthlayer. 
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FIGURE 21 
a function of the PKA energy and depth of origination. The 
yields are only rough indications of the true yield, because 
they are averages over only I2 recoil directions. 
This figure displays the PKA sputtering yield as 
This behavior is much more characteristic of a cascade 
event than it is of the correlated collisions mechanism. 
zero recoil energy as realistically as possible, but by 
actual experimentation, we found that PKAs with 
energy less than 200 eV rarely produced any sputtering 
from depths below the fourth atomic layer. Also, recoil 
energies greater than 1 keV are extremely rare for the 
Ar-Cu system at 20 keV; so for our system the PKA 
energy range from 200-1000 eV spans most of the 
events which can occur. In this energy range the PKA 
yield decreases monatonically with penetration, and 
we can use the average PKA yield with some confidence. 
Roughly the partial yields are: no sputtering from 
region 1, about 1 atom/ion from region 2, about 
3 atoms/ion in region 3, and about 6 atomslion from 
The PKA yield surface has been extrapolated toward 
region 4. These yields tend to  overestimate the “deep” 
contribution, because some of the energy deposition 
used to  establish the regions occurs within four atomic 
layers of the surface. These partial yields are only very 
rough estimates at best. 
The partial yields from regions S and 6 are even 
more difficult t o  estimate. We made a number of runs 
with a large microcrystallite, and feel that 15 atoms/ion 
is reasonable for region 5, and 8 atomslion for region 6.  
3 Sputtering yield We used the results of the pre- 
ceding two sections to estimate the Ar-Cu sputtering 
yield at 20 keV bombardment energy. Our purpose is 
not to present a theoretical calculation of the sputtering 
yield, but rather t o  see whether this type of analysis 
gives a realistic yield. The fractional area, the ratio of 
the area of each region to the unit area, of each region 
in each of Figures 10-18 is proportionai to the prob- 
ability that a PKA of that energy range will be pro- 
duced. The product of this probability with the PKA 
sputtering yield gives sputtering yield for that region. 
The sum of these partial yields for regions 1 through 4 
gives a partial yield for processes which are initiated 
deep within the crystal, that is, from more than four. 
atomic layers below the surface. 
tributions from regions S and 6, we obtain the sput- 
tering yields reported in Table 111. The simuIation 
estimates are compared with ex  erimental data obtained 
by Fluit” and Onderdelinden.2yThe agreement is far 
from perfect, but the simulation results follow the 
trend of the experimental data very well, and the 
absolute values are well within the uncertainty of the 
simulations. Where the two sets of experimental data 
do not agree, we  preferthe results reported b y  
Onderdelinden, for the reasons he has stated.22 
If we now continue the process, adding in the con- 
TABLE 111 
Sputtering Estimates 
Argon-copper yields at 20 keV 
Experimental results Partial yield due Results of this A 
t- \ 
Angle of beam 
investigation to deep collisions % incidence Fluit” Onderiinden’ 
29” 9.5 9.0 2.3 25 
37 4.5 5.5 0.15 2 
41 3.1 4.0 0.38 9 
45 3.5 3.0 4.2 0.35 8 
33 6.7 7.1 6.8 0.96 14 
49 5.3 4.8 0.76 15 
53 - 6.2 1.7 27 
57 - 10.8 1.7 16 
6 1  - 13.2 0.64 5 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
A LowEnergy 
The original interpretation of low energy sputtering’.’ 
remains essentially unchanged. We have overcome 
several of the previously voiced objections, and in each 
case the agreement between simulation results and the 
experimental data has been improved. As anticipated 
earlier, the attractive forces between the atoms in the 
crystal are so small, when compared to the forces which 
occur in even moderately energetic collisions, that they 
may safely be neglected in sputtering simulations. 
B High Energy 
The results of our 20 keV Ar-Cu simulations may be 
summarized as follows: 
1) The primary collision analysis indicates that the 
transparency of the crystal is an important, but not 
dominant, factor in high energy sputtering. The 
,sputtering process is controlled by the depth at which 
high energy PKAs are produced. 
2)  The secondary collision analysis identifies the 
random collision cascade mechafiism as the primary 
sputtering mechanism operating from deep within the 
crystal. 
yield may be attributed to  “deep” collision events, only 
a small fraction of this contribution comes from 
focused collision sequences. 
4) Primary ion reflection at the target surface is a 
significant factor in oblique incidence sputtering when 
the ion mass is less than the target atom mass. 
5) There are indications that the sputtering yield 
anomoly in the Ne-Cu system, reported by Elich et af.” 
can be explained by the surface dynamics mechanisms, 
and does not require the combined channeling-focuson 
model which has been proposed. 
The simulations confirm the conclusion, first stated 
by Wehner and his co-workers,’* supported by the 
original simulations of sputtering,’ and theoretically 
interpreted by Lehmann and Sigmund,30 that focused 
atomic collision sequences are only a minor mechanism 
in the production of sputtered atoms. Although the 
mechanism is well-defined, and energetically completely 
credible, its probability of occurrence is sufficiently 
small that it can never be more than a minor effect. 
Our conclusion about the relative magnitude af the 
focuson contribution does not preclude the possibility 
that focuson effects may be experimentally observable. 
The experiments of Musket and Smith3’ (see also 
3) Although as much as 2S% of the total sputtering 
25-30% of the sputtered material is preferentially emitted 
into the spot patterns. In such an environment a 2-3% 
focuson contribution become a 10% effect, in the Wehner 
spot, and hence may be readily detected experimentally. 
Clearly, we could make minor adjustments in the 
size of the various regions and obtain much closer 
agreement with experimental data, but such adjust- 
ments have no bearing on the mechanisms argument. 
Of more practical concern is the relative magnitude of 
the “deep” and “surface” contributions to the total 
sputtering yield. From Table I11 we see that the deep 
contribution can approach 25% of the total yield at 
some angles of incidence, but that these are not the 
most open directions of incidence. The deep contribu- 
tion is most significant for angles which are 10-1 5” 
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